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Police catch suspect in Herky damage

A Clinton man is suspected of foul play to a Herky on Parade

BY NICK PETERSEN

Police arrested a Clinton man following a series of vandalism incidents involving the University of Iowa mascot, Herky.

The man, 32-year-old Mark Herko, was arrested after police received an anonymous tip that Herko was responsible for the damage.

Herko was booked into the Johnson County Jail on charges of criminal mischief.

The damage included graffiti on the statue's face and body, as well as damage to the statue's pedestal.

A Clinton police spokesman said the damage was caused by an unknown individual, and that the investigation is ongoing.

Local fair makes just-fools-return

Pigtails, cotton candy, and a chain-saw artist are some of the county fair's highlights

BY POI UDO

The Johnson County Fair opened yesterday with a variety of attractions.

The fair featured a chain-saw artist, a pigtail vendor, and a cotton candy vendor.

The fair is open daily from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., and admission is free.

Clinton fires up Dems in convention's opening

The ex-president says Republicans need a divided America, but Democrats don't

BY DAVID ESPRO

Former President Clinton addressed the Democratic National Convention on Monday night, saying that Republicans need a divided America, but Democrats don't.

Clinton said that Republicans need to divide Americans by race, religion, and gender, while Democrats need to bring everyone together.

Local weather

A cold front moves in from the north, bringing cooler temperatures.

The National Weather Service predicts a high of 72 degrees Fahrenheit with mostly cloudy skies.

国民党 times to save $5.27 million

The facility is renegotiating some contracts and improving inventory control, among other steps.
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Suicide bomber kills 3 in Mosul

In the continuing chaos in Iraq, militants announce new kidnappings and one hostage.

BY RAY NIESMANN

MOSUL — A suicide car bomber packed with explosives, novice notes, and radio address Monday inside a U.S. base in the northern city, killed three Iraqis — including a child — and injured two others.

Also, witnesses estimated they were holding that much more lives as they set off a bomb that wounded 46, killed 35 others.

The blast sent a wave of dust and debris rushing through the area, leaving a crater in the middle of the street. Iraqi government officials said they would probe the incident into an investigation.

In a statement released late Monday, ministers described the blast as a tragic event, and offered condolences to the families of those killed and injured.

The statement said the country was in mourning, and called for calm and patience.

Suicide bombers have killed scores of civilians and soldiers in recent months in the embattled city of Mosul.

In the continuing chaos in Iraq, militants announce new kidnappings and one hostage.
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POLICE BLOOTER

Anthony Basket, 20, Minut, was charged with possession or delivery of a controlled substance, and operating while intoxicated.

Basket, 20, Minut, was charged with possession or delivery of a controlled substance on Saturday.

He was arrested on the same charge on Wednesday, May 14, 2008.

The previous day, Basket was also arrested on the same charge.

Apple Smith, 21, Minut, was charged July 27 with operating while intoxicated.

Smith was arrested on the same charge on Wednesday, May 14, 2008.

The previous day, Smith was also arrested on the same charge.
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Six great American political films

**Politics & films**

**BY CHRIS KALTEMBACH**

Mr. Smith Goes to Washington (1939)

James Stewart had never won an Oscar for his roles, but he became one of the most beloved of Hollywood stars. As Mr. Smith, he plays a none-too-bright lawyer who gets into politics without understanding the ways of the system. Stewart, providing his usual likeability, wins over a skeptical congresswoman and shows that some men could still make a difference. Frank Capra’s film is as true to politics as we know it and is a small trick.

All the King’s Men (1949)

Based on Robert Penn Warren’s novel about a Louisiana congressman brought down by a combination of hubris and backsliding, shown from the life of the legendary Huey Long, Robert Rossen’s film is a scathing indictment of all power and control. As the brilliant and treacherous Blanche Dubois, Elizabeth Taylor found one of the few roles that made the volatile actress in over the stars.

The Manchurian Candidate (1962)

As chilling a movie as ever was, director John Frankenheimer’s paranoid Cold-War thriller looked at the lengths to which and even in, the game of政客try to use ideas to create a Jekyll. Political will not be in pursuit of power. Frank Sinatra is a representative of a senator, played by Henry Fonda, who starts losing control of the US in the Jing of a plot to kill the president. In the ultimate comic of this country’s electoral process, the absurd, it’s a farce.

The Candidate (1972)

Robert Redford is the idealistic son of a former Louisiana kingmaker, played by Walter Matthau, who starts having flashbacks to his mother, played by Anne Bancroft, and realizes that he cannot win in the campaign to become Governor. At the ultimate corrupter become: a polanzmg film that we fear.

The American President (1995)

As we fear their own white, Michael Moore, and James Stewart, we come to know that the totally political to the film, produced $100 million. They may look to the world of Washington, where a battle for the presidency is waged. But in this, and its sequel, Washington is no $5 million to the total of $100 million, and more money going to the stars. The pressure of those dollars grows for a battle for control. A political system that is $10 million for Women’s Academy Award-wor- thiness Being for beautiful things. The film is Washington, where the President is Washington, the Selling House. Just a $7 million film, and you’re at the end of your rope.

AFCAMPUS II

CAMPUS IN

FARMINGTON (19)

Min. Hours 1-8, 11-7, 7 '04

THE STUDIO Property (P) 12-12

ARCHER HILL Property (P) 12-12

CINEMA 6

Coral Ridge Mall-Coralville-350-579-0311

CINEMA 7

Coral Ridge Mall-Coralville-350-579-0311

JANUARY (P) 1994

KING ALEX Property (P) 1-8

CORAL RIDGE 10

Coral Ridge Mall-Coralville-350-579-0311

CINEMA 8

Coral Ridge Mall-Coralville-350-579-0311

SUNDANCE Property (P) 12-12

MANN FOX Property (P) 12-12
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The 19-ordinance can't stop underage or binge drinking — but neither can more draconian measures

Numbers relating to drinking away from bars and the downtown were enormously copious from the report. Bag sales and the number of people selling tobacco-alcohol combinations have doubled to a effect underage drinking. The Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking, but does have a effect on binge drinking and the number of underage underages. Both opponents and advocates of a 21-year policy use the information to support their respective arguments. Those who are opposed to a 21-ordinance believe that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Those who support a 21-ordinance say that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Both opponents and advocates of a 21-year policy use the information to support their respective arguments. Those who are opposed to a 21-ordinance believe that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Those who support a 21-ordinance say that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Both opponents and advocates of a 21-year policy use the information to support their respective arguments. Those who are opposed to a 21-ordinance believe that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Those who support a 21-ordinance say that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Both opponents and advocates of a 21-year policy use the information to support their respective arguments. Those who are opposed to a 21-ordinance believe that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking. Those who support a 21-ordinance say that the Nineteen-ordinance has done little to affect underage drinking and other things to do with underage drinking.
Count fair returns to 4-H Fairgrounds

Man charged in Herky vandalism

When a Herky is damaged, Schamberger said, the series is asked to make repairs to another artist to replace the statue. Sara Brown, who designed four Herkys, has done most of the work on the damaged statues. She was delighted to hear that police charged someone for damaging a Herky, yet disappointments about who would do the repairs to make the Herky look like the original. If she could no longer do the work, she said, "It's a lot of work to repair them because they're all one of a kind." Brown said. She said American Goldfield's arm would likely have to be in a right in a keepsake box.

UIHC to outline money-saving steps

Panel debates success of 19-ordinate

The council is set to review the 19-ordinate in September.
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quote of the day

[The 9/11 report] reads like a mystery, a novel, it's well-written. I'm gleaning that was a well-thought-out not by the enemy.

—President Bush

happy birthday

July 27 — Jan Tong

With your friends a happy birthday.
I must thank you again, and do let us hear to dailycounselor@iowa.edu three days in advance.

news you need to know

Friday (5- and 6-week sessions) Close of Summer Session classes, 9 a.m.
Friday Commencements: Graduate College, 2 p.m.; Beginner, Undergraduates, 1:00 p.m., Undergraduate, 2:00 p.m., Undergraduate, 3:00 p.m.
Saturday, Aug. 4, Summer Session Session, Guided Independent Study, and all reports to arrive to 1 and 2 guides due to Register, 4:30 p.m.

horoscopes

Sunday, July 27, 2003

ARIES (March 21-April 19): You can make changes that will lead to a more interesting future just by getting involved in something that interests you. Your philosophies are leaning more toward the creative, enabling you to put some of your best ideas into effect. Keep your eyes open for someone with whom you can share your vision.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Not everyone will be straight with you concerning monetary or contractual. Read between the lines, and don't just trust what someone only says or offers you.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Don't let anyone pressure you into making a long-term decision if you aren't ready. It could be that you deal with partners. Your actions will be taken seriously.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): It's time to let something that you can't control go. You need to admit that you have money more comfortably managing a name. Using what you do is half the battle, so don't forget to use your name.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You will be eating in a pretty good position today. You can make changes that will help you feel more powerful. You need to be comfortable about yourself. Love is evident, so don't waste time.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Things may not be clear today on an emotional level. Don't take anything or anyone for granted, and keep your cool to avoid taking advantage of pit.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You will be better at your job. You can create a new position for yourself. You are less likely to accept someone's idea.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Focus on working at something. This will allow you to see your full potential and pay what you are worth. Follow your desires, and you will find yourself traveling down a path to success.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Watch what you say to whom. You may not be able to control your words. You are more likely to feel sensitive to the comments made by others.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Keep things in your heart. Your ideas and concepts are too good to let someone take advantage of it, either.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You have a good position to react to situations. You can become more confident making a move. Like what you do is beneficial position.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Things may not be clear today at a financial level. Don't take anything or anyone for granted, and keep your cool to avoid taking advantage of pit.

TODAY'S MEANINGS

**ALONE I AM NOT BUT ALONE I AM NOT TODAY**
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Rogers needed only 98 pitches on the magical night

ROGERS (5-9)

This was a starter who rarely made his mark on grounds halls thanks to his组织 ends. He was not the guy you were thinking about much. But Rogers was at his best against the Red Sox, striking out 10 of the 22 batters he faced.

"I remember that night," he said. "I knew I had a good night. I finished the game with a big strikeout."

The win was the third of the season for Rogers, who had been dealing with injuries for most of the year.

"I've been dealing with a lot of injuries," he said. "But I'm glad I was able to get through this game."
Pittsburgh Penguins' Mario Lemieux holds up the new river-liner league scoring trophy awarded after him as a consensus in Lemieux's home on Oct. 21, 1982. Lemieux is part of a group that will buy the River City Lancers Junior A hockey team.

Lemieux in group planning to buy Lancers

BY ERIC OLSON

OMAHA, Neb. — Hockey great Mario Lemieux is part of a group that will buy the River City Lancers Junior A hockey team, his agent and attorney said.

Another NHL star, Lou DiBella of the Los Angeles Kings, is also part of a five-person group that will buy the team, they said.

Lemieux's attorneys, Chuck Groeschel of Pittsburgh, would not discuss details of the deal.

Groeschel said announcement of the purchase was "imminent.

Mike Hastings, the Lancers' coach and general manager, would neither confirm nor deny that a deal had been reached with Lemieux's group. He said no announcement about the team's sale was due to made "within 24 hours."

"I just want to make sure that everything goes through the appropriate channels," Hastings said. "There are some things that need to be taken care of before I can say anything."
One decade past perfection

Ten years after a perfect game, Texas' Kenny Rogers isn't overpowered by batters anymore, but he's still getting them out with a major sign 13 wins

BY STEPHEN HAWKINS

Arlington, Texas - Kenny Rogers was perfect, but he didn't realize it then. Now, the Texas Rangers left-hander knew he hadn't allowed a hit until July 5, 1994, when he was 36 years old.

They may not get a lot of attention or players, but the coaches do.

The Strokers played Coach Arnez Monday with the Strokers "b vs c." - The coach's philosophy to respect the competition.

NBA TRADE

Mavs send Fortress to Sonics for Booth

By BRYCE HEIDE

The Dallas Mavericks (led by future Hall of Fame member Karl Malone) traded forward Ed Pinckney to the Seattle SuperSonics for forward Michael Booth. The deal was completed in 2001. The Mavericks picked up the guard in a trade with the Seattle SuperSonics for forward Michael Booth. The deal was completed in 2001. The Mavericks picked up the guard in a trade with the Seattle SuperSonics for forward Michael Booth.

In retirement, Williams still on the go